Get fast, reliable braille with the IRIE BrailleTrac 120! Embossing at 120 CPS this double-sided embosser gives you Library of Congress standard braille with the highest-resolution tactile graphics!

With 8 different dot heights you can fully customize images to get the most readable tactile graphics. Fill images with different patterns/dot heights to provide more detail or change the dot heights on graphs to make gridlines less prominent and the graph easier to read.

With wireless printing capability the IRIE BrailleTrac allows you to translate and emboss directly from your computer or mobile device. Open any Android or iOS app that lets you print and have it automatically translate and emboss for you! It’s that easy! You are no longer limited to only embossing files made on a computer and saved in a specific format but can emboss directly from your web browser, email, to-do lists, photos, Dropbox, AllRecipes, Pinterest and hundreds more!

And with a compact, light-weight design, the IRIE BrailleTrac fits at any desk making it the ideal solutions for students, professionals or anyone who needs high-quality braille and tactile graphics at their fingertips.
BrailleTrac 120
Braille Embosser
120 CPS Tractor-Fed Wireless Embosser

SPECIFICATIONS

**Embossing Speed** 120 CPS / 3 braille dot heights

**Paper Type** Tractor-fed

**Paper Capacity** 1,000 pages (1 box)

**Paper Width** 7 - 12.5 inches

**Paper Length** 1 - 17 inches

**Interpoint** Single or double-sided embossing

**Tactile Resolution** Up to 100 DPI / 8 dot heights

**Connectivity** USB 2.0, WiFi, Ethernet, Bluetooth

**Dimensions** 5.1” x 20.5” x 10.2”

**Weight** 19.8 lbs

**Braille Cell** 6 and 8 dot

**Noise Level** <60 dB(A) with acoustic hood